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            And it came to pass 

that the north-east wind possessed the land, 

         and it was called Burja. 

    The sun glanced from the sky 

  and proposed to make another cosy nook 

      down there. Burja vigorously nodded. 

    They were charmed by a beautiful, 

   comfortable piece of land. They set out 

        to admit the right amount of warmth, 

   coming from the sea in winter, 

          when the sun is slightly tired 

     after the year’s toil. But not too tired 

  lest the cold late-winter sea would tease 

   the spring instead of gentle warmth.



      And Burja brought the water 

into land and it was meant to be tempting 

      and pure. For the fishes, naturally, 

     but again and again it also quenches 

  man's thirst. It was on her own account 

        that Burja roguishly gave 

  the waters a likeness of her own 

    so they now sometimes burst out 

  into the world in all their might. 

People from down there like to take a walk 

    and admire these waters to sense 

    and see their own reflection in their 

   calmness or roughness 

          that commands respect.



   The gifts from the sun and Burja to this land 

       were plenty but none to spare. 

And for the times, when somebody feels an excess  

  or lack of something, they pulled a piece of land 

   a little higher and moulded it a bit differently 

        than the lower one. It's fresh, 

  covered with carpets of alpine flowers 

this wild world with forests and meadows. 

   And in winter, when the bears and squirrels 

 are sleeping like logs, Burja often hides 

    the ground under piles of snowdrifts.

And so the sun and Burja  
 made the lower Eden.







         People from down there 

   can now have it both ways at the same time – 

       either winter up there 

        or spring down there. 

  They can go for a walk, ride horses or bikes 

around this piece of land. The most brave-hearted 

   and daring glide like the sun through the air 

    above the lower Eden or put their courage 

 to the test on some sheer cliff. And they have, 

     probably just for fun, the sun and Burja 

    made a window up there on the edge, 

   so people can see their lower Eden 

     through it. And they like to go there 

  to have a look at it, for they like that hole 

    to which a smooth and wide path leads.







   And then Burja decided to settle 

  in the wild upper part of the lower Eden – 

      just in case she needed or willed 

    to make a flying visit down there. 

When passing she would return 

   the sky its fresh azure when it faded away, 

  for the pleasure of the sun and people.



  But for her own pleasure she often likes to check, 

    if any of the stones forgot to guard its tiles 

          on the roof of some house in the valley. 

 And she loves to pay a visit even if there hasn’t been 

     any man like Theodosius in the lower Eden 

   for centuries now, a Theodosius whose army 

 would need her help and the battle would then again 

be written down as quite an event, possibly greater than 

     every year's grape-harvest, when the people 

        from the lower Eden store their grapes 

in the wine-cellars, hundreds of this sanctuaries, 

          where the sun and Burja are not invited. 

    Still these two can see, how they go in, 

time after time, gladly, alone or in company, 

              and come out jolly souls.





   The answer for all this and much more, 

        the sun and Burja reason, 

are the centuries they gave to the land 

    right at the end. In all this time 

 people from the lower Eden have discovered 

     they can get more out of fig-trees 

   than just leaves as Adam and Eve thought. 

 They have learned where to have the meadows, 

       how to get the best out of pasture 

    to put it on their tables 

   and how to cleverly catch the sun 

          into the grapes.





      The people have seen there is still 

 much more than this. It's what centuries, 

       years and days carry and bring along, 

  it's what will remain a constant source 

   of finding out how to make it better 

     than the best, how to make the lower Eden 

  even more pleasant. For themselves 

 and for those, coming from everywhere, 

     kindly welcomed and warmly greeted, 

 invited to see this land. But not just to see it – 

  to taste it, enjoy it and live it because …

 There’s more 
than meets the eye!
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